With more and more mobile device users, an increasingly important and critical issue is how to efficiently evaluate mobile network survivability. In this paper, a novel metric called Average Degree of Disconnectivity (Average DOD) is proposed, in which the concept of probability is calculated by the contest success function. The DOD metric is used to evaluate the damage degree of the network, where the larger the value of the Average DOD, the more the damage degree of the network. A multiround network attackdefense scenario as a mathematical model is used to support network operators to predict all the strategies both cyber attacker and network defender would likely take. In addition, the Average DOD would be used to evaluate the damage degree of the network. In each round, the attacker could use the attack resources to launch attacks on the nodes of the target network. Meanwhile, the network defender could reallocate its existing resources to recover compromised nodes and allocate defense resources to protect the survival nodes of the network. In the approach to solving this problem, the "gradient method" and "game theory" are adopted to find the optimal resource allocation strategies for both the cyber attacker and mobile network defender.
Introduction
Network security problems are often challenging given that the growing complexity and interconnected nature of IT systems lead to a limited capability of observation and control. This is especially the case for mobile networks, in which the cycle time of decision making is reduced from enterprise having access to real-time data. As the enterprise systems are widely relayed on mobile networks, the services are disrupted whenever the network suffers a disruption, such as from physical damage or malicious attacks. Compared to wired network system, mobile network systems are much more vulnerable to security problems [1] . For example, insofar as there is not a precisely defined physical boundary of the mobile network, as soon as an adversary comes in the radio range of a node, he can communicate with that node and thus launch a malicious attack on it [2] ; these attacks include eavesdropping, phishing, war driving, and denial of service (DoS) attack [3] . As a result, there is a pressing need to design countermeasures for network attacks. Moreover, it is critical for an enterprise to evaluate and allocate its resources to protect it assets, as well as to be able to continuously provide service.
In the past, the security state of systems or infrastructures was classified in terms of two states: safe or compromised [4] . However, networks often face many situations, such as natural disasters, malicious attacks, and random error conditions, which can lead to different outcomes. Network security professionals must also ensure the availability and continuity of services. For these reasons, the binary concept of safe/compromised is insufficient to describe a system's state, with an increasing number of researchers focusing on the issue of network survivability.
There are many quantitative analyses of network survivability, such as connectivity. In [5] , the definition of network connectivity is the minimum number of links or The DOD value can be explained as measuring the average numbers of the broken nodes in any O-D pair of the network. [7] 2 Longest damaged path (LDP-DOD)
The LDP-DOD used to measure the damage degree of the network finds the most damaged O-D pair among all the O-D pairs of the network. [7] 3 Minimal recovery node (MRN-DOD)
The MRN-DOD discovers the minimal numbers of broken nodes that are needed to repair and reconnect all the O-D pairs of the network. [7] 4 Partial DOD (P-DOD)
Since the important degree of the different network areas is usually unequal, the network defender could assign different DOD requirements to different areas of the network, that is, the P-DOD.
[8]
5
Weight DOD (W-DOD)
Since the significance degree of each O-D pair can be diversified, the network defender can assign different weights to each O-D pair, that is, the W-DOD. [8] nodes that must be recovered from a given O-D (originaldestination) pair. In general, the greater the number of links or nodes to be recovered to disconnect an O-D pair, the higher the survivability of the network. Thus, there are many studies adopting the concept of network connectivity to do quantitative analyses of network survivability. In [6] , the researchers proposed using the network connectivity to measure the network survivability under intentional attacks and random disasters. Furthermore, the authors in [7] employing network connectivity for a quantitative analysis of network survivability proposed a survivability metric called the degree of disconnectivity (DOD) to estimate the residual network survivability after a malicious attack or any network crash incident.
To date, there have been several proposed degree of disconnectivity (DOD) metrics to evaluate network survivability. In [7] , two other metrics called longest damaged path (LDP-DOD) and minimal recovery node (MRN-DOD) were proposed. Unlike the DOD metric, the LDP-DOD is used to measure the damage degree of the network by finding the most damaged O-D pairs among all the O-D pairs of the network. Therefore, the larger value of the LDP-DOD could be used to represent the most damage that a network could endure. On the other hand, the MRN-DOD discovers the minimal number of broken nodes that is necessary to be recovered in order to reconnect all the O-D pairs of the network.
In [8] , the partial DOD (P-DOD) and weight DOD (W-DOD) metrics were adopted to evaluate network survivability. Because the important degree of the different network areas is usually unequal, the network defender could assign different DOD requirements according to its area, which is defined as the P-DOD. The network defender could then use the P-DOD value to determine the order to recover compromised nodes. Moreover, the significant degree of each O-D pair could be determined by diversity, where the network defender could assign different weights to each O-D pair, that is, the W-DOD. If the more significant O-D pair is cut to increase the degree of damage to the network, the W-DOD will clearly increase. The above DOD metrics are summarized in Table 1 .
The DOD metric proposed in [7] assumed that the cyber attacker would launch the attack either successfully or unsuccessfully. However, this assumption is limited since the attack might not be perfectly successful or even completely unsuccessful. Motivated by previous works, the Average Degree of Disconnectivity (Average DOD) is developed to carry out a quantitative analysis of network survivability, combining the concept of probability as calculated by the contest success function [9] with the DOD metric, thus becoming the Average DOD. When the number of the Average DOD value is large, the damage to the network will be greater.
According to the allocated resources on each node from both cyber attacker and network defender, the contest success function is adopted to calculate the attack success probability of each node. The attack success probability of each node is calculated based on the concept of contest success function, where represents the attack success probability of node :
In [7] , the DOD metric is used to measure the damage degree of the network, such that the larger the DOD value, the more the damage degree of the network. The definition of the DOD value ( ) is as function (2) . In this metric, is the index set of all given critical O-D pairs, while is the shortest path of O-D pairs , where ∈ ; | | is the O-D pair number of . The total shortest path cost of each O-D is calculated first. Here, represents the transmission cost of a node , where a large number represents the link disconnection:
The calculated DOD value could be explained as measuring the average numbers of broken nodes in any O-D pair of the network. Theoretical models at the system level play an increasingly important role in network security and provide a scientific basis for high-level security-related decision making. To enhance or reduce network survivability, both network defender and cyber attacker usually need to invest a limited number of resources in the network. In these models, the decision makers in network security problems play the role The attack successful probability on node The attack resource allocated on node The defensive resource allocated on node of either the attacker or the defender. They often have conflicting goals, in that a cyber attacker attempts to breach the security of the system to disrupt or cause damage to network services, whereas a defender takes appropriate measures or strategies to enhance the system security design or response. Traditionally, although the attack-defense resource allocation problem is usually discussed for only one round [7, [10] [11] [12] , the interaction frequency between cyber attacker and network defender is usually more than one time in real world. For this reason, several researchers are beginning to discuss multiround attack-defense resource allocation issues [8, 13, 14] . However, most of the existing solutions to multiround attack-defense resource allocation are still not suitable to the field of the network security, because they almost solely focus on the attack-defense problem of the parallel systems [13, 14] and serial systems [15] . In reality, the topology of the network is usually more complicated than the topology of the parallel, serial, or even serial-parallel systems. Thus, a new multiround attack-defense model to solve the resource allocation problem for both cyber attackers and network defenders is needed and developed in this study.
Problem Formulation

The Average DOD.
The DOD metric proposed in [12] assumed that the cyber attacker launches the attack either successfully or unsuccessfully, but this binary assumption is limited in its inability to describe attack results that are neither perfectly successful nor unsuccessful. Therefore, the concept of the probability calculated by contest success function combined with the DOD metric was forwarded as a new survivability metric called the Average DOD. According to the allocated resources on each node of both cyber attacker and network defender, the contest success function would be adopted to calculate the attack success probability of each node. The attack success probability of each node is demonstrated, where represents the attack success probability of node . After each attack-defense interaction, there are 2 V configurations of a given network, where means the total number of network nodes, and is the configuration index. For example, in Table 2 , the total number of possible configurations of a network is 2 9 , and the configuration index is 1, 2, . . . , 512.
In addition, each possible network configuration has a probability , which is related to the safe or compromised state of the configuration. This probability is determined by the attack success probability of each node. For example, if a 9-node network is completely compromised by the attacker, the probability of this network configuration would be ∏
=1
(where means the attack success probability of the node ). However, if all the nodes of the network are still functional, the probability of this network configuration would be ∏ 9 =1 (1 − ). Furthermore, each kind of network configuration would lead to a different damage degree of the network. The degree of disconnectivity (DOD) having been introduced in the preceding part can be adopted to measure the damage degree of network. For example, if all the nodes of the network are still functional, the DOD value would be 0. The probability and DOD value of each kind of network configuration are calculated with the concept of expectation value. The predicted mean value of the result of a statistical experiment would be adopted to evaluate the damage degree of the whole network. The calculated expectation value is defined as the Average DOD here, which is shown in (3):
The Average DOD value is influenced by the attack success probability calculated by the resource allocation of both the cyber attacker and network defender. Therefore, the Average DOD value could be induced from the damage degree of the network. The calculation of an Average DOD 9-node-network example is demonstrated in Table 3 . In this example, probability 1 of configuration 1 is ∏ 9 =1 (1 − ), since all nodes of this configuration are functional. In (2), the DOD value is the recovered nodes in any given compromised O-D pair; there is no compromised node in configuration 1. Therefore, the DOD value 1 here is 0.
Problem Description.
In this attack-defense problem, both cyber attacker and network defender employ certain strategies to attain their goals. From the perspective of the network defender, the defender usually aims to minimize the damage degree of the target mobile network. On the other hand, the cyber attacker hopes to maximize the damage degree of the network. However, given that both cyber attacker and network defender are always limited by the invested resources, how to make the decision to efficiently allocate resources to each node is an extremely significant issue for both cyber attacker and network defender. Meanwhile, in the real world, it is impossible that there will only be a one-time interaction between the cyber attacker and network defender, and as such, a multiround attack-defense problem in this mathematical model needs to be considered. A mathematical model to support both cyber attacker and network defender in making the optimal decision is thus developed to solve this problem.
In this model, the damage degree of the mobile network can be evaluated by the Average DOD value. The cyber attacker needs to determine how to allocate resources to attack the targeted network, since the strategies of both cyber attackers and network defenders are usually constrained by the allocated resources in each round. On the other hand, the network defender can choose to reallocate the existing resources in the mobile network, but the problem regarding the discount factor of those reallocated resources also needs to be considered here. As a result, the total number of resources that the defender could use would be the newly allocated and reallocated resources in each round, and those resources could be used to recover the compromised nodes and to protect the mobile network survival nodes.
In the following, the notations of given parameter and decision variable in this model are listed in Tables 4 and 5 .
Using the above notations of the given parameter and decision variable, the problem is formulated as follows:
Explanation of the Objective Function
(IP 1) The purpose of the objective function is to minimize both the maximum sum of the product of the Average DOD and the different weight in each round.
Explanation of the Constraint Function
(IP 1.1) The sum of the allocated defense budgets in each node and repaired cost of the compromised nodes should not exceed the sum of the new allocated and reallocated budgets in that round.
(IP 1.
2) The sum of the allocated attack budgets in each node should not exceed the attack budgets in that round.
3) The sum of the allocated defense budgets in each round should not exceed the total budget of the defender. 
Notation Description
Index set of nodes Index set of rounds in the attack and defense actionŝ Total budget of attacker Total budget of defender The weight of the Average DOD in round , where ∈ Existing defense resources allocated on node , where ∈ Repair cost of defender when node is dysfunctional in round , where ∈ and ∈ The discount rate of defender reallocate resources on node in round r, where ∈ and ∈ Table 5 : Decision variable.
Notation
Description ⇀ Attacker's budget allocation, which is a vector of attack cost 1 , 2 to in round , where ∈ and ∈ ⇀ Defender's budget allocation, which is a vector of defense cost 1 , 2 to in round , where ∈ and ∈ Attacker's budget allocation on node in round , where ∈ and ∈ Defender's budget allocation on node in round , where ∈ and ∈ ⇀ Defender's node recovery status, which is a vector of repaired status 1 , 2 to in round , where ∈ and ∈ 1 if node is repaired by defender in round , 0 otherwise, where ∈ and ∈ Attacker's attack budget in round , where ∈ Defender's defense budget in round , where ∈ ( ⇀ , ⇀ )
The Average DOD among rounds, considering that it is under the attacker's and defender's budget allocations, is ⇀ and ⇀ in round , where ∈ (IP 1.4) The sum of the allocated attack budgets in each round should not exceed the total budget of the attacker.
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Solution Approach
Combining game theory with the gradient method is our proposal to solve the optimal resource allocation strategy for both cyber attackers and network defenders. The gradient method is used to calculate the Average DOD value and to find the optimal resource allocation strategy in each node for both cyber attacker and network defender. Game theory is adopted to find the optimal percentage resource allocation in each round for both cyber attacker and network defender.
Further details are presented in the following sections.
Game Theory.
Game theory provides the mathematical tools and models for investigating multi-player strategic decision making, where the rational players compete for restricted resources [9] . This demonstrates the modeling situations of conflict and predicts the behavior of the different players. Security games and their solutions are used not only as a basis for formal decision making and algorithm development but also for predicting attacker and defense behavior [16] . The weakness of traditional network security solutions is that they lack a quantitative decision framework [17] . As a result, researchers are starting to advocate the utilization of game theory approaches. According to the surveys in [18, 19] , several game theory approaches have in recent years been proposed to address network security issues. In these frameworks, a network administrator and an attacker can be viewed as two competing players participating in a game, with the added benefit that game theory has the capability of examining hundreds of thousands of possible scenarios before taking the best action. The primary components of the game theory are player, strategy, payoff, and information. In this model, there are the two players: cyber attacker and network defender; strategy means the possible moves that the players would take; the payoff value means the positive or negative reward to the player from a specific strategy; finally, the information can be categorized into two types, one is complete information, and the other one is perfect information, with the former meaning that every player knows both the strategies and payoff values of all players in the game, and the latter meaning that each player is aware of the moves of all players that have already taken place. The nominal definitions of game theory are summarized in Table 6 .
According to the move order, the game can be categorized into simultaneous games (i.e., static games) and sequential games (i.e., dynamic games). If the all the players move simultaneously, this game is called a simultaneous game, in contrast to a sequential game in which players move in a sequence. And depending on whether the game repeats or not, it will be categorized as either a one-shot or repeat game: the former is a game played only one time, whereas the latter is a game that repeats. The game can be further categorized into zero-sum or nonzero sum game, based on whether the gain or loss of one equals the gain or loss of the other. Finally, according to the definition of the complete and perfect information, game theory is categorized into four types: complete and perfect information games, incomplete and perfect information games, complete and Each player is aware of the moves/strategies of all other players that have already taken place imperfect information games, and incomplete and imperfect information games.
In this paper, since both cyber attacker and network defender need to determine how to efficiently allocate resources simultaneously in each node in each round before the attack-defense game, this problem can be viewed as a simultaneous or imperfect information game. Moreover, insofar as both cyber attacker and network defender have complete information about the strategies and payoff values (the Average DOD value) of each other, this problem is regarded as a complete information game. Therefore, a twoplayer (cyber attacker and network defender), zero-sum, complete, and imperfect information game is used to solve this problem.
Gradient Method.
The gradient method is a general framework used to resolve the optimization problems of how to maximize or minimize functions of continuous parameters. The proposed model in this paper is a min-max formulation, and both cyber attacker and network defender are assumed to be able to allocate continuous resources to each node. Here, the gradient method is adopted to solve this problem. The gradient method can usually be categorized into two types: one is gradient descent and the other one is gradient ascent [14] . The gradient descent method can be used to solve the optimal minimization problem. To find a local minimum of a function using gradient descent, one takes steps proportional to the negative of the gradient (or of the approximate gradient) of the function at the current point. On the other hand, if instead one takes steps proportional to the positive of the gradient, one approaches a local maximum of that function; the procedure is then known as gradient ascent. The concepts of gradient descent and gradient ascent are extremely similar.
The Proposed Heuristic.
We here describe the detailed process of combining game theory with the gradient method [20] is adopted to find the optimal resource allocation strategy in each node in each round for both cyber attacker and network defender. The gradient method is used to calculate the Average DOD value and to find the optimal resource allocation strategy in each node. Given that how to allocate resources in each round is another issue, game theory is adopted to determine the optimal percentage resource Step 1. an initial point
Step 2. Determine a positive or negative direction
Step 3. Determine a step size allocation in each round. The proposed heuristic, with its two major steps, is illustrated in Figure 1 . First, the gradient method is adopted to find an optimal strategy for each node in the given configuration. Initially, it is assumed that the cyber attacker and network defender would evenly allocate their limited resources on each survival node. The cyber attacker has limited resources in each round, and as a result, the cyber attacker would choose the gradient ascent method to maximize damage degree of the network. At the same time, the defense resources are also limited in each round, leading the network defender to use the gradient descent method to find the minimization solution. The detailed process flow of the gradient method is described in Algorithm 1. The selection criterion of the start point is critical, because it influences the quality of the computational efficiency. Moreover, a positive or negative direction results from the maximization or minimization problem. If the maximization problem is to be solved, the positive direction must be chosen. The gradient method adopts a step-by-step method to find the optimization result. Here, the derivative method is adopted in Step 4 in Algorithm 1, which is designed to find the most important node in the given configuration. The derivative of the Average DOD value iŝ, shown in (4), which represents the importance of the node ; represents the resources on node . The player would move more resources from the less important to the most important nodes. The procedure is stopped when the resource movement is not significant to the Average DOD. After this, the optimal resource allocation strategy for both cyber attacker and network defender in each node is obtained:̂=
The second part of the proposed heuristic involves game theory, which is adopted to efficiently allocate resources in each round for both cyber attacker and network defender. For two players, the strategy of one is represented in a column, whereas the strategy of the other is represented in a row of a matrix. For example, in Table 7 , both players have five different strategies ( 11 to 15 and 21 to 25 ), with the combination of the two players' different strategies resulting in 25 ( 11 to 55 ) values (the Average DOD values). In this paper, the cyber attacker and network defender strategies involve different percentages of resource allocation in each round and can be formulated in a matrix. The payoff of all the resource allocation strategies of each participant is calculated by the Average DOD. The analysis of the complete and imperfect information game is conducted via heuristics. The solution procedure of the complete and imperfect information game [18] is shown in the following steps.
Step 1. Dominant strategy elimination, which means that no matter what kind of strategy the opponent takes, it is better than the other strategies.
Step 2. If only one strategy is left for each participant, it is the optimal strategy. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3. Use the min-max strategy to find the optimal strategy of each participant. If the min-max strategy still cannot find the optimal strategy, go to Step 4.
Step 4. Use the mixed strategy (linear programming) to find the optimal strategy for each participant. 
Computational Experiments
The proposed solution approach is implemented on a PC with AMD Athlon X3 440 CPU 3.00 GHz, 2 GB RAM, and on the OS of MS Windows 7. The parameters used in the experiments are shown in Table 8 .
Because of the complexity of this problem, the number of mobile network nodes considered in the experiments is only 9, and the number of attacker-defender interactions covers only two rounds. Considering the variety of the distributions of mobile nodes, three types of mobile network topologies have been selected to act as attack-defense nodes: the grid network (GD), the scale-free network (SF), and the random network (RD). These three topologies are shown in Figure 2 .
Both cyber attacker and network defender would attach a different level of importance to each round, so the different weight of each round would be considered. In this model, given that the weight in the two rounds is ( , ), the first round weight is , while the second round weight is . In this paper, we maintain that the importance of these two rounds is equally important, from which we induce the weight to be 0.5.
In this model, three kinds of node recovery policies are proposed. First, in NR1, the defender would choose to recover all the compromised nodes when the resources are sufficient. If the resources are insufficient, they would be used to protect the survival nodes. The second recovery policy is the defender choosing not to recover any compromised node (NR2). Finally, because the defense resources are limited, the third policy determines the order to recover compromised nodes by in (5) (NR3). Given that is the repair cost of the defender when node is dysfunctional in round , where ∈ and ∈ , | | is the number of node on O-D pair , where ∈ :
(once the unit cost recovers a larger number of the O-D pairs, this means that this node is more important. For this reason, the above formulation could be used to determine the order to recover compromised nodes).
The Experiments.
There are several different kinds of strategies that the attacker and defender could implement, which result in various possible attack-defense situations. However, insofar as the defense resources are usually limited with resources usually being used to not only protect survival nodes but also recover compromised nodes, three kinds of different node recovery policies, that is, NR1, NR2, and NR3, are proposed in this paper and will be the subject of the following section.
Experiment Results.
The purpose of this experiment is to compare the results from different kinds of node recovery policies (NR). To compare the three different kinds of node recovery policies, it is assumed that in the resource reallocation policy of the defender, the defense resources of each round would not be accumulated (RR1). Further, the weight of two rounds would be (0.5, 0.5). The total resources of players, that is, the attacker and defender, are held to The Average DOD value Figure 3 : The different node recovery policies in the different network topologies. be equal. The experiment results are listed in Table 9 . The different results of the different node recovery policy for the three kinds of network topology are also compared in Figure 3 .
Discussion of Results.
The experiment results of the different node recovery policies of the defender have been described. In the following, the results are further discussed.
(i) The recovery policy is advantageous insofar as it improves the Average DOD of the defender. The experiment shows that when the defender has the ability to recover compromised nodes (NR1 and NR3), the Average DOD value is less than when the defender cannot recover any compromised nodes (NR2). Once the defender implements node recovery policies to recover compromised nodes, this decreases the value of the Average DOD. Therefore, when the defender takes node recovery policies to recover certain compromised nodes (NR1 and NR3), the Average DOD value is less than when the defender cannot recover any compromised nodes (NR2).
(ii) Among the three node recovery policies, NR3 is better than the other policies for the grid, random, and scale-free network topologies. NR3 is a strategy for recovering nodes according to their importance. In many experimental cases, the resources are limited and insufficient, thus making it impossible to recover the entire set of compromised nodes. If the resources are restricted, the defender under the NRI policy would use resources to protect survival nodes instead of recovering nodes. However, the node recovery policy is better than the node protection one in improving the network survivability. Hence, the node recovery policy of the NR3 would be better than the NR1 from the view of the defender.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, two issues are considered. First, in order to evaluate mobile network survivability, a new survivability metric called Average DOD (degree of disconnectivity) was proposed. In addition, the problem of how to efficiently allocate resources in each node in each round for both cyber attacker and network defender is solved. This work offers two main contributions. The first was the introduction of the Average DOD metric, which combines the concept of the probability calculated by the contest success function with the DOD metric and which can be a new evaluation tool to demonstrate network survivability. Secondly, a new min-max mathematical formulation was proposed to describe the conflict behavior of a network scenario. Both cyber attacker and network defender could adopt several different policies. The resource reallocation and node recovery problem is considered for the mobile network defender in this paper. As game theory deals with problems in which multiple players with contradictory objectives compete with each other, we developed a combined approach using the gradient method and game theory to resolve the optimal resource allocation for both cyber attacker and network defender in each node in each round. The gradient method can be used to find the optimal resource allocation in each node. Meanwhile, game theory is employed to find the optimal percentage resource allocation in each round. The proposed model provides a mathematical framework for analysing and modeling the posed mobile network security problems.
Although this paper has discussed a two round attackdefense game, it is still difficult to solve the multiround attackdefense scenario because of the complexity of mathematical problem. A possible solution involves the introduction of a threshold for computing or an advanced technology, such as parallel processing systems, in order to improve the efficiency of this model. Furthermore, from the experiment results, compared with the node protection strategy, the node recovery policy is better for defenders to ensure better network survivability. On the other hand, in the multiround attack-defense scenario, the attacker usually gains experience from his previous attack, and as such, the accumulated experience of the attacker should be taken into account in this model. Another consideration is that the resources might have multiple purposes, such as network defenders possibly deploying counterattack strategies to attack the attacker and the cyber attacker possibly using defense strategies to protect his critical information. As a result, since the purpose of resources may not be limited to only one usage for both cyber attacker and network defender, the concept of the multipurpose resources will be further investigated in future research.
